
USAIGC '23/'24 PLATINUM PREMIER

SR * 0.4 each 0.2 each

VP * 3 "As", 4 "Bs", 1 "C" 3 "A's", 3 "B's", 2 "C's"

Restrictions ** Only one "E" allowed; additional "E's" deduct 0.4 each No restrictions

SV 9.7 9.4

Bonus 0.3 all from either CV or DV (+.1 for "D's and +.1 for first "E") 0.6 all from either CV or DV, (+.1 for "D's"; +.2 for "E's")

VAULT Use Platinum Vault Chart with values as listed

One vault allowed, unless a fall occurs.  After a fall, gymnast MAY take a

     second vault, but the second vault score MUST count.

Vault numbers are not flashed

Use NCAA Vault Chart -- No 10.1 bonus in effect

One vault allowed, unless a fall occurs.  After a fall, gymnast MAY take a

     second vault, but the second vault score MUST count.

Vault numbers are not flashed.

BARS

45 second

fall clock

1.  Minimum of two (2) bar changes

2.  One flight element, minimum "B" excluding dismount

3.  Second, different, flight element, minimum of "C", excluding dismount   

     OR one element wth long axis (L/A) turn 180 degrees or more, minimum

     of "B", excluding mount and dismount

4. Salto dismount, minimum of "B" 

1.   Minimum of two (2) bar changes

2.   Two (2) flight elements, minimum of two (2) different “C"s” OR a “D” and 

     “B” (not to include dismount)

3.   One (1) element with longitudinal axis (LA) turn, minimum of "C" (not to 

      include mount and dismount)

4.   "C" dismount.  If the following modification occurs--"C" dsmt immediately

      preceded by same two (2) “A” or “B” elements – Deduct 0.10 (not 0.2) 

BEAM

45 second

fall clock

Routine time:

      Max. 1:30

Overtime: -0.10

1. Acro pass min. two (2) directly connected flight elements, excluding 

     mount and dismount 

2. One leap or jump that requires 180 degree cross or side split

3. Minimum 360 degree turn on one foot from Group 3.

4. Aerial/ salto dismount, minimum "B" 

1. Acro series: Minimum of two (2) flight elements, one element must be a 

    minimum of “C” with or without hand support (may include mount) OR

    an “A” non-flight element from Group 7 Walkovers and Cartwheels 

    connected to an “E” acro element

    i.  Acro series may not be connected to the dismount & must stop on beam

2  Dance/Dance OR Dance/Acro series with a minimum of two (2) elements. 

     i.  The dance element must be valued a C or higher and the SERIES may not

         be connected to the dismount.

3. A leap or jump requiring 180-degree split 

     i.  May be part of the dance series or acro/dance series

4.  Minimum of 360 degree turn from Group 3--no hand support permitted.

5.  Minimum “C” dismount

FLOOR

Routine time:

      Max. 1:30

Overtime: -0.10

Front pike "B" for 

Platinum

Front pike "A"

for Premier

1.  Acro pass with miimum two (2) saltos, same OR different, directly

     connected/indirectly connected with flight elements (with or without

     hand support).

2.  Three (3) different saltos in exercise--NOT aerials

3.  Dance passage with a minimum of two (2) DIFFERENT Group 1 elements,

     directly or indirectly connected , with one leap requiring a 180 degree

     cross or side split.

4.  Minimum "B" salto as last isolated salto performed as last iosolated

     salto or within the last salto connection.

1. One Acrobatic pass with two (2) saltos (same or different), OR one 

    acrobatic pass of  two (2) directly connected saltos. 

    i.   An acrobatic pass is defined as one or more acro elements, one element

         must be a salto valued at “C” or higher. 

    ii.  Aerials are NOT considered saltos.

3. Three (3) different saltos within the exercise

4. The salto performed as the last isolated salto or within the last salto 

    connection must be minimum "C" and must be an acro pass.

5. Dance passage with a minimum of two (2) different Group 1 elements 

    directly or indirectly connected, one of which is a leap (one foot take off)

    requiring a 180-degree cross or side split position.  

**Restricted ele - ded. 0.4   MINIMUM SCORE 5.0                                                         FOR MORE INFO ON PREMIER RULES SEE NCAA MODIFICATIONS AT NCAA.ORG


